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Henry Bradley Nursery & Infant School IT & Computing Policy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Purpose of study  

A high-quality computing education equips pupils to use computational thinking and 

creativity to understand and change the world. Computing has deep links with mathematics, 

science, and design and technology, and provides insights into both natural and artificial 

systems. The core of computing is computer science, in which pupils are taught the 

principles of information and computation, how digital systems work, and how to put this 

knowledge to use through programming. Building on this knowledge and understanding, 

pupils are equipped to use information technology to create programs, systems and a range 

of content. Computing also ensures that pupils become digitally literate – able to use, and 

express themselves and develop their ideas through, information and communication 

technology – at a level suitable for the future workplace and as active participants in a 

digital world. 

 

Aims  

The national curriculum for computing aims to ensure that all pupils:  

• can understand and apply the fundamental principles and concepts of computer 

science, including abstraction, logic, algorithms and data representation  

• can analyse problems in computational terms, and have repeated practical 

experience of writing computer programs in order to solve such problems  

• can evaluate and apply information technology, including new or unfamiliar 

technologies, analytically to solve problems  

• are responsible, competent, confident and creative users of information and 

communication technology.  

 

Attainment  

 

EYFS 

- Seeks to acquire basic skills in turning on and operating some ICT equipment. 

• Operates mechanical toys, e.g. turns the knob on a wind-up toy or pulls back on a friction 

car.  

• Knows how to operate simple equipment, e.g. turns on CD player and uses remote control. 

• Shows an interest in technological toys with knobs or pulleys, or real objects such as 

cameras or mobile phones. 
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• Shows skill in making toys work by pressing parts or lifting flaps to achieve effects such 

as sound, movements or new images. 

• Knows that information can be retrieved from computers 

• Completes a simple program on a computer. 

• Uses ICT hardware to interact with age-appropriate computer software.  

-Children recognise that a range of technology is used in places such as homes and schools. 

They select and use technology for particular purposes. 

 

Key stage 1  

Pupils should be taught to:  

• understand what algorithms are; how they are implemented as programs on digital 

devices; and that programs execute by following precise and unambiguous 

instructions  

• create and debug simple programs  

• use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of simple programs  

• use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, manipulate and retrieve 

digital content  

• recognise common uses of information technology beyond school  

• use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal information private; 

identify where to go for help and support when they have concerns about content or 

contact on the internet or other online technologies.  

 

Teaching and learning style 

As an objective of teaching of ICT is to equip children with the technological skill to 

become independent learners, the teaching style that we adopt is as active and practical. 

While at times we do give children direct instruction on how to use hardware or software, 

the main emphasis of our teaching in ICT is for individuals or groups of children to use 

computers to help them progress in whatever they are studying.  

 

We recognise that all classes have children with a wide range of ICT abilities. This is 

especially true when some children have access to ICT equipment at home, while others do 

not. We provide suitable learning opportunities for all children by matching the challenge 

of the task to the ability and experience of the child. We achieve this in a variety of ways: 

 

• setting tasks which are open-ended and can have a variety of responses; 

• setting tasks of increasing difficulty (not all children complete all tasks); 

• grouping children by ability in the room, and setting different tasks for 

each ability group; 

• providing resources of different complexity that are matched to the 

ability of the child; 

• using classroom assistants to support the work of individual children or 

groups of children. 
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Curriculum planning  

We use the Purple Mash Scheme, and as such, our long-term ICT plan shows how teaching 

units are distributed across the year groups and how these fit together to ensure 

progression within the curriculum plan. 

 

Our medium-term plans identify the key learning objectives. The IT subject leader is 

responsible for keeping and reviewing these plans.  

 

Weekly plans list the specific learning objectives and expected outcomes for each ICT 

lesson. The class teacher keeps these individual plans and s/he and the IT subject leader 

often discuss them on an informal basis. Where applicable ICT is incorporated into other 

lesson/curriculum areas. 

 

From the start of EYFS to the end of KS1 skills are built upon and developed to allow 

children to become computer literate, confident and make choices about the uses of a 

wide variety of ICT resources.  

 

Parents are required to give signed authorisation before their child can use the Internet, 

either in guided or in independent school work. The parents are however assured that 

their child’s use of the Internet at school is always supervised. A record of those children 

who do not have permission to use the Internet at school is held by each class teacher and 

by the school office. 

 

The Foundation Stage 

We teach ICT in nursery/reception classes as an integral part of topic work covered 

during the year using a range of hardware, including toys. We work towards the Early 

Learning Goal for technology. Mini-Mash is used to help develop some of the skills-base  

that is required to fulfill this. Again the skills are mapped out across the year in our Long 

Term Plan. 

 

The contribution of ICT 

Wherever possible the teaching of ICT contributes to teaching and learning in all 

curriculum areas. It also offers ways of impacting on learning which are not possible with 

conventional methods. Teachers use software to present information visually, dynamically 

and interactively, so that children understand concepts more quickly.  

 

ICT and inclusion 

ICT is taught to all children, the content is tailored to meet individual, group and class 

needs.  ICT learning forms part of the school curriculum policy to provide a broad and 

balanced education to all children.  Through our ICT teaching we provide learning 
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opportunities that enable all pupils to make good progress. In order to support SEN 

children we have specific programs that are tailored to their individual needs. 

 

Assessment for learning 

Teachers will assess children’s work in ICT by making informal judgements during lessons. 

On completion of a piece of work, the teacher assesses the work, and uses this assessment 

to plan for future learning. Written or verbal feedback is given to the child to help guide 

his/her progress. Older children are encouraged to make judgements about how they can 

improve their own work. 

 

Resources 

Our school aims to have the appropriate resources to teach the skills required throughout 

both key stages. Teachers have access to a personal laptop and class camera. Through 

continuous provision the children can access a variety of resources in the majority of 

lessons.    

 

Monitoring and review 

The monitoring of the standards of the children’s work and of the quality of teaching in 

ICT is the responsibility of the subject leader. The ICT subject leader is also responsible 

for supporting colleagues in their teaching of ICT, for keeping informed about current 

developments in the subject, and for providing a strategic lead and direction for ICT in 

the school.  

 

This policy statement has been developed through consultation and discussion with all 

members of staff and has been discussed by the governing body.  Its purpose is to develop 

a common approach, cater for all needs of children and to fulfil legal requirements.    

 

The ICT co-ordinator is responsible for devising a yearly action plan that covers 

resources, staff development and budgeting.  

 


